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Thrislington Touchless Cubicles win Best of NeoCon Silver Award
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA, June 22, 2022 – Today, Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc., an
industry leader in washroom accessories and toilet partitions, announced that its Thrislington
Touchless Toilet Cubicle won the Best of NeoCon Silver Award for Architectural Products in the
Interior Products and Solutions Category.
The award was bestowed at NeoCon 2022 in Chicago, Ill., on June 15.
The Thrislington Touchless Toilet Cubicle features a fully integrated access system that offers
door control from both the exterior and interior of the cubicle using hand proximity sensors.
Externally, the sensors are located on the fascia/pilaster between cubicle doors.
The sensor removes the need for a conventional lock since once a user approaches and
activates the hand proximity sensors, the doors automatically open then close and lock behind
the user, using an electromagnetic locking system. The system automatically disengages to
allow manual opening of the door if a power failure occurs in the building.
The Thrislington Touchless Cubicle is part of Bobrick’s proud tradition of providing hygienic
products for washrooms. In early 2020, Bobrick formed a Hygiene, Health & Wellness Board
made up of experts in infection prevention, facility management, healthy design and
manufacturing to assist in developing new products and other restroom design solutions that
help make commercial washrooms more hygienic.
Earlier in June, Bobrick launched the first product in its Pure Hygiene Solutions collection –
PureDri Sanitizing Hand Dryer. The PureDri Sanitizing Hand Dryer is a restroom device that
protects hands with a blast of super-concentrated ionized air following the drying cycle, while
providing continuous sanitization in rooms up to 215 square feet.
The PureDri Sanitizing Hand Dryer is available through distributors across the United States.
For more details about Thrislington Touchless Cubicles, visit thrislingtoncubicles.com/touchless.
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About Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc.
Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc. is a 116-year-old global washroom accessory, toilet partition
and child accommodation company headquartered in North Hollywood, California, with seven
manufacturing divisions across the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, and trading
relationships that extend into more than 100 markets worldwide. A leader in product innovation
and manufacturing, Bobrick prides itself as a company that delivers best-in-class products and
service, while fostering an environment of collaboration and continuous learning. For more
information, please visit www.bobrick.com.

